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BEG FOR YOUR CALMNESS AND UNIVERSAL PEACE!
By Dr. Chandra Hariharan Iyer

Oh, mother nature! Please accept my apology, I pray for your serenity! Remember, you are the ocean
of love!
I am terrified by your reckoning actions, you started for all put down souls on earth, though without
option,
I am worried by the results of your retaliations; I earnestly apologize for pushing you from serene to
ruthless,
Yes, now, learned the need for unconditional forgiveness, only after making you disturbed and
revengeful,
Oh, mother! Beg for your calmness and universal peace! Oh, Ocean of love, Heal self fast to heal the
earth!
Yes, i confess, for all those meaningless tears, regret to question your law, ‘what goes around comes
around‘,
I was wrong, I Admit, I couldn’t let go the hurts, Insults, harassments and Humiliations by expertly
powerful!
Compromising to the situation at the cost of aggression on you couldn’t stop weeping asking, ‘will
you stop?’
Now, learned the need for the unconditional forgiveness and realize the pressure of my futile tears,
on you!
Oh, mother! Beg for your calmness and universal peace! Oh, Ocean of love, Heal self fast to heal the
earth!
Yes, i was foolish to express irritation closing the eyes to the basic truth of ‘Purity is the diamond of
the soul’
Yes, then i could converse secretly only to you, about the bullying and insults by the exceptionally
powerful!
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While taking in the hurts, and all the unfair suppression, i couldn’t stop asking rudely ‘Do you really
exist?’,
now, learned the need for unconditional forgiveness and really grasp the strain of my pointless sob,
on you!
Oh, mother! Beg for your calmness and universal peace! Oh, Ocean of love, Heal self fast to heal the
earth!
Yes, i was silly, to question genuineness of the law of ‘Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere’,
Challenged you curtly on my helplessness, forgetting my blessed nature of joy, purity, peace and
'bliss'!
Though couldn’t stay away from you, showered you with frustrations, questioning even your grace,
Now, i realize the need for unconditional forgiveness and the harm of my suppressed hurts on you!
Oh, mother! Beg for your calmness and universal peace! Oh, Ocean of love, Heal self fast to heal the
earth!
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